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ABOUT

FLOWER
FORCE
Flower Force is a participatory eco-art
project by Xavier Cortada, launched at the
site of his public art sculpture in Palmetto
Bay. The project is designed to serve as
an ecological restoration campaign to
bring native wildflowers back to suburban
habitats, one yard at a time.
By activating the central sculpture with
community members, discussions are
generated about saving pollinators,
transforming lawns into gardens that
conserve water, decreasing the use of
pesticides and protecting ecosystems
across South Florida. The launch of the
participatory eco-art project also kindled
conversations on how our species has
shaped the land since July 17, 1821, when

Spain formally transferred Florida to
the United States. Cortada stated that
following the historic event, we transformed
and continue to transform our landscape –
slowly at first, but then irrevocably during
the twentieth century.
“The site of this public art piece is on the
historic hunting grounds of the Tequesta
people who lived a mile to the east, along
the water’s edge,” said Cortada. “In 1513,
conquistadores claimed the peninsula for
Spain and named it La Florida – from flor,
the Spanish word for flower. That encounter
with Western colonizers five centuries ago
initiated a series of actions that forever
changed our state and its ecosystems.”

“We’ve drained the Everglades, dredged beaches, paved roads
and planted monocultures where there was once wilderness. We’ve
redistributed waterways, poisoned rivers, and infiltrated aquifers with
salt water. We’ve watched politicians rise to power and deny
the human impacts on the largest threat we now face:
global climate change and sea level rise. On this
200th anniversary year, I want us to reflect on all
of this and try to ameliorate the situation – to
plan and plant a better future for those
who will follow.”
- Xavier Cortada

DEDICATION

On Sunday, Oct. 10, 2021, the day before Indigenous Peoples’ Day, the Village of Palmetto Bay dedicated
Xavier Cortada’s “Flower Force” sculpture at the traffic circle on 168th St. and SW 82nd Ave., officially
launching an innovative public art initiative that engaged Palmetto Bay households in ecological restoration.

PARTICIPANTS

Using the public art piece as the heart of the effort, Cortada recruited Palmetto
Bay families to plant coreopsis wildflowers (Florida’s state wildflower) and a
ceramic sculpture in their yard, thereby joining the Flower Force. Through this
process, a community-wide public art installation of wildflower sculptures and
gardens radiates from the flower sphere at the traffic circle and extends to
the rest of the Village.

1) Deering Estate Foundation; 2) Howard Drive Elementary School; 3) Bonnee B;
4) Karyn C; 5) Pamela G; 6) Dunia A; 7) Bev G; 8) Laurie B; 9) Jane C; 10) Dita T;
11) Diane Q; 12) Maria N; 13) Leopoldo L; 14) Terri S; 15) Patricia P; 16) Melissa A;
17) Nancy S; 18) Donna U; 19) Desiree B; 20) Vanessa L; 21) Alina F; 22) Melissa S;
23) Debra A; 24) Laura V; 25) Cindy H; 26) Elaine W; 27) Frank L; 28) Natalie S;
29) Cindy M; 30) Barbara B; 31) Brandi G; 32) Maeve M; 33) Rene P; 34) Dana O;
35) Marisol L; 36) Jeanne B; 37) Patsy R; A) Anonymous Participants

After the dedication ceremony, each participant received a hand-painted ceramic
wildflower, the same ones used in the public art sculpture, and a coreopsis plant
to take home and plant in their front yards.

GARDENS

Using the ceramic wildflower and coreopsis plant to pique the
curiosity of their friends, family, and other guests, participants
are able to spark valuable conversations on the importance of
pollinators and the need to preserve their native habitats for the
sustainability of our community.
Learn more about Flower Force at www.cortada.com/flowerforce.

Xavier Cortada is an artist, Professor of Practice at the University of Miami Department of Art
and Art History (with secondary appointments in the Miller School of Medicine and School of
Law) and Artist-in-Residence at Pinecrest Gardens, where his studio and socially engaged art
practice are based. Cortada’s work is intended to generate awareness and action towards
issues of global climate change. Using art’s elasticity to engage others, Cortada educates and
inspires community members to work and learn together to solve our community’s problems.
The artist has created art installations at the North and South Poles to address environmental
concerns at every point in between. He has developed numerous collaborative art projects
globally, including peace murals in Cyprus and Northern Ireland, child welfare murals in Bolivia
and Panama, AIDS murals in Geneva and South Africa, and eco-art projects in Hawaii, New
Hampshire, Taiwan, Holland and Latvia.
Cortada has also been commissioned to create art for the White House, the World Bank,
Pinecrest Village Hall, Miami City Hall, Miami-Dade County Hall, Florida Botanical Gardens,
Port Everglades, the Florida Turnpike, the University of Miami, the Miami Art Museum, the
Museum of Florida History and the Frost Art Museum.
His work is in the permanent collections of the Perez Art Museum Miami (PAMM), the NSU
Museum of Art in Ft. Lauderdale, the Whatcom Museum, the Phillip and Patricia Frost Art
Museum, the MDC Museum of Art + Design and the World Bank.
Cortada, born in Albany, NY and raised in Miami, holds undergraduate, graduate and law
degrees from the University of Miami.
To learn more, visit www.cortada.com.
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